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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello, I’m James Vernon, Assistant Director of Environmental Planning at the Port of Long Beach.  I’m here to talk about the Port’s biological programs. 



POLB/POLA Biological Surveys
• Used to measure the progress & success of the Port’s water 

quality programs

Study Elements
• Physical characteristics (water quality/sediment size);
• Benthic infauna;
• Ichthyoplankton;
• Demersal fish and macroinvertebrates;
• Pelagic and shallow-water fishes;
• Riprap epifauna;
• Kelp and macroalgae;
• Eelgrass;
• Birds;
• Marine mammals;
• Presence of non-native species

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Surveys are conducted every 5 years in coordination with our neighbor, the Port of Los Angeles, to ensure a comprehensive San Pedro Bay-wide assessment of harbor waters. We use the survey to measure the progress of our water quality programs so as the water quality improves, so does our habitat value, and the ecosystem responds. 



Wildlife
Increased biodiversity with every survey

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Years of efforts to reduce our environmental impacts have resulted in a flourishing ecosystem for fish and marine mammals, Our most recent completed biological survey occurred in 2018, where we identified the highest biological diversity ever recorded in the four previous Biosurveys conducted to date. Each Biosurvey we conduct is better than the last, which is evidence that the harbor is in recovery and Port programs are effective.The next slides provide examples of 2018 survey findings:



Brown Pelican
87 unique bird species observed Harbor Birds

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Port Complex features an assortment of habitats that provide shelter, foraging, and nesting opportunities for a wide variety of bird species, including waterfowl, shorebirds, gulls, and raptors.Over 48,000 individual birds, belonging to 87 unique species were observed over the course of the surveys.11 special status bird species are found throughout the port complex, including the Brown pelican, elegant tern, peregrine falcon, and double-crested cormorant (that’s what’s pictured above). It’s remarkable to see how many of the Port’s sensitive birds can thrive and find food & shelter in a highly industrial environment.



Peregrine Falcon Monitoring

Nesting sites on the 
Gerald Desmond Bridge

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Peregrine falcons are a “special status” species, per CDFW, so their numbers are tracked by the State of CA.Falcons have been monitored in the harbor for decades, but more aggressively since 2012 when construction of the new International Gateway Bridge beganFalcons nested annually in the understory structures of the old Gerald Desmond BridgeAs mitigation for the new bridge, the Port constructed & installed two synthetic nesting boxes on the new bridge to provide habitat after demolition of the old bridgeFalcons are already nesting on the new	bridge, though not yet using the new boxes



Marine Mammals

Presenter Notes
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5 species of marine mammals continue to be a common site in the port complex. California sea lions and harbor seals continue to be the most abundant marine mammals, along with frequent visits by common and bottlenose dolphins.Over 1,000 marine mammals were observed during the survey, including a single observation of a gray whale in the outer harbor.  Grey, blue, and fin whales continue to be spotted directly outside of our breakwater.



Epifaunal Community Surveys

Fish Trawling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To study what lives below the water, a variety of sampling and visual observations occur, including trawling and dive surveys. Trawl sampling documented tens of thousand of fish made up of 59 different species in 2018.Over 14,000 invertebrates, living on or just above the sediment belonging to 121 species were also collected.A day of trawling includes deploying and pulling up nets and sorting, counting, weighing, and measuring fish ranging from the smallest anchovies to the largest bat rays.  Every species caught is quickly processed and returned to the sea, in hopes of having minimal impacts. 



Survey of Pier Pilings

Presenter Notes
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In addition to fish monitoring, biological divers perform surveys of the harbor’s hard structure habitat, such as pilings and riprap.  The 2018 Biosurvey was the first to include monitoring stations on pilings throughout the harbor.  As you can see by the photo, the port’s man made structures are home to dense, productive biological communities of organisms such as barnacles, corals, tunicates, worms, and algae. Data showed that pier pilings support an overall denser, more productive community than does riprap throughout the harbor. 



Macroalgae Surveys

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kelp forests form canopy and provide valuable habitat. 118 acres of kelp canopy were recorded throughout the entire Port Complex in 2018.The extent of kelp canopy has increased steadily since the 2000 Biosurvey.  kelp forests require shallow, relatively clear water and it makes its own distinct ecosystem.  It acts as nursery habitat to hundreds of species and is really the rain forests of the ocean. The abundance of kelp in our harbor is another testament to the increasing water quality. I take it as a sign that we are doing a good job as environmental stewards of our harbor!Additionally, 86 acres of eelgrass were observed in summer 2018 and 72 acres in spring 2018. This includes eelgrass found in deeper areas of the harbor than previously observed, as well as in more locations in the Inner Harbor than previously noted.



Green Abalone
3 new abalone species!

Presenter Notes
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One of the most exciting outcomes of the survey was the observation of 3 abalone species for the first time in the port: green, pink and white. Abalone have been absent from our ecosystem for several decades, and it’s exciting to see them recolonize and get established here once again. White abalone are critically endangered, so this was a highly unusual and exciting find.The endangered white abalone was actually successfully removed by qualified divers and transported to the Southwest Fisheries Science Center in La Jolla to be part a captive breeding program where it appears to be thriving.  Breeding this abalone will help to restore wild populations. 



Juvenile Reef-Associated Fish
First time observed in the Port Complex

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are starting to see kelp forest- and reef-associated fish, such as horn sharks and the Garibaldi pictured here (which was again another species we saw for the first time in 2018), These species are usually associated with the natural reef habitats found around the Channel Islands.  Finding less common juvenile fish species shows that our Port is once again becoming valuable habitat for local wildlife. 



2023 Biological Survey
• Already underway 
• Improved diversity

• Rockfish
• Large rays 
• Leopard sharks
• More kelp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2023 sampling is Already underway!  Spring sampling is complete, with summer sampling in full force right nowSame study elements as surveyed in 2018, but with a few methodology changes (we’re always improving it!) some of the changes:Utilize satellite imagery from 3 satellites to assess submerged and surface kelp (instead of aerial imagery)A more aggressive & comprehensive survey of riprap and pilings completed by underwater divers, which will include the kelp, fish & mobile invertebrates using these structuresEarly findings are already showing improved diversity, lots of rockfish & large rays, tons of leopard sharks, and more kelp!
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So wrapping up, in recent decades we have been making great strides to further reduce the Port’s environmental impact on our harbor ecosystem, and the ecosystem has been responding.  Each Biosurvey conducted documents the gains we have made, demonstrating that the Harbor is in recovery and is once again, valuable habitat for all manner of wildlife. This concludes my presentation, thank you for your attention today. 
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